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A large incoherent crosstalk (IC) caused by amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise power from Txdisabled optical network units and a differential path loss
has been shown to degrade upstream transmission
performance in time-division multiplexing passive optical
networks. This paper considers the IC-induced power
penalty of an upstream signal both in an XG-PON and in
a TWDM-PON. We investigate the degradation of the
extinction ratio and relative intensity noise through a
simulation and experiments. For the XG-PON case, we
observe a 9.6 dB difference in the level of ASE noise power
from Tx-disabled ONUs (hereafter known simply as ASE
noise) between our result and the ITU-T XG-PON PMD
recommendation. We propose an optical filtering method
to mitigate an IC-induced power penalty. In the TWDMPON case, the IC-induced power penalty is naturally
negligible because the ASE noise is filtered by a
wavelength multiplexer at the optical line terminal. The
results provide design guidelines for the level of ASE noise
in both XG-PONs and TWDM-PONs.
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ONU.
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I. Introduction
Next-Generation Passive Optical Network 2 (NG-PON2),
based on a 40 Gb/s time- and wavelength-division multiplexed
PON (TWDM-PON) and point-to-point (P-t-P) WDM-PON,
is under study by the ITU-T Study Group 15 and Full Service
Access Network group for the purpose of publishing
international standards [1]–[8]. The TWDM-PON has received
considerable attention because of its flexibility and scalability,
which offer economic benefits in access services. The NGPON2 has many potential applications in an optical access field
and has also been considered for use in wireless back-haul and
front-haul [4]–[7]. The physical layered structure of the
TWDM-PON is based on tunable WDM technology to allow
the flexible operation of an optical access network [2]. The
transmission conversion (TC) layer of the TWDM-PON is
configured using a 10G-PON (XG-PON) TC layer [3]. In
time-division multiplexing passive optical networks (TDMPONs), such as the XG-PON and TWDM-PON, a burst-mode
transmitter (BM-Tx) for an optical network unit (ONU) and a
burst-mode receiver (BM-Rx) for an optical line terminal
(OLT) require fast Tx enable/disable transient time
characteristics [9].
Figure 1(a) illustrates an upstream burst transmission, which
consists of a transmitter (Tx) enable transient time, burst
transmission, and Tx disable transient time. A directly
modulated distributed-feedback laser diode (DFB-LD) is
widely used as a 2.5 Gb/s BM-Tx, in which the BM-Tx
operates with dc coupling rather than ac coupling, as the dc
coupling structure exhibits a better performance with respect to
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Fig. 1. (a) Burst transmission (in case of 2.5 Gb/s upstream signal
in XG-PON; burst length period is 125 μs), (b) BM-Tx
output when ONU has no data input, and (c) BM-Tx
output when ONU has data input.

Tx transient time.
An ONU BM-Tx should not transmit a signal in bursts that
are not assigned to the ONU [2]. In practice, however, the
ONU BM-Tx emits an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
noise continuously, as shown in Fig. 1(b), because the BM-Tx
is typically operated under a threshold current by
approximately a few milliamperes when the ONU has no data
input. The ASE noise power from Tx-disabled ONUs
(hereafter known simply as ASE noise) of a commercial GPON BM-Tx is approximately −45 dBm, as indicated in [10].
Little attention has been paid to incoherent crosstalk (IC)
caused by ASE noise in TDM-PONs. The XG-PON and
TWDM-PON should support a maximum of 256 ONUs,
according to the ITU-T recommendation [1]. And the
accumulated ASE noise from 256 ONUs is not negligible,
though the ASE noise from a single ONU is negligible. The
large IC caused by the ASE noise causes the upstream
transmission performance to degrade.
This work considers the IC of the upstream signal, focusing on
the IC-induced power penalty caused by the ASE noise. Our
goal is to provide appropriate specifications of the upstream
optical power of the ONUs when they are not enabled, and
mitigation methods to achieve a negligible IC-induced power
penalty in both an XG-PON and a TWDM-PON.
Here, in an extension of our previous result [11], we
investigate the aforementioned IC-induced power penalty by
2
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Figure 2 depicts an XG-PON comprising an OLT, a remote
node with a 1 × N power splitter, and multiple ONUs at various
distances from the OLT (d1, d2, … , dn). We calculate the total
ASE noise when 256 ONUs are used in the XG-PON link. The
total upstream ASE noise is −21 dBm owing to −45 dBm of
the ASE noise of each Tx-disabled ONU. Given that 15 dB of
the DPL between the ONUs is allowed in the XG-PONs, the
ASE noise from the Tx-disabled ONU can affect the IC
impairment significantly [12]. In the worst case, a particular
ONU in a Tx-enabled state (for example, ONU-1 in Fig. 2) can
experience up to 15 dB of DPL, whereas the remaining ONUs,
save for ONU-1, are in a Tx-disabled state; thus, the power of
ONU-1 would then be the allowed minimum. The ASE noise
accumulates considerably, causing IC in the upstream signal
when the signal is received at the OLT BM-Rx.
Considering that the ASE noise is unmodulated, the ICinduced power penalty depends on both the extinction ratio
(ER) reduction and intensity noise addition to the wanted signal
within a receiver bandwidth, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
From Fig. 3, we can see the ER of the signal is rapidly
reduced when “P0” is increased; this is because the ER is
defined as the ratio of 1-level power (P1) and 0-level power
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means of a simulation and experiments. An IC-induced power
penalty is predominantly increased by two factors — an
accumulated ASE noise from multiple ONUs and 15 dB of
differential path loss (DPL) between the ONUs. Hence, we
study the IC impairment that arises as a result of these two
significant factors. Furthermore, we derive the required
specifications for “upstream optical power when not enabled”
to ensure a negligible IC-induced power penalty. Further,
optical filtering methods are investigated to mitigate IC
impairment in both an XG-PON and a TWDM-PON.

Channel N

Fig. 2. Impact of IC on system performance in XG-PON.
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where XT denotes IC (in dB), er is a linear ER without IC
effect, and er′ is a degraded linear ER with IC effect (given by
(2)). Crosstalk, XT, is a defined ratio of the total power in the
ASE noise to that in the wanted channel. Note that the IC
penalty (Pc) depends only on the IC (XT) and is independent of
the ER of the signal.
If the RIN degradation effect is added to the IC penalty (Pc),
then (1) no longer holds; thus, a simulation including a noise
addition model and experiment is conducted to obtain the IC
penalty functionality. A simulation of the RIN degradation
effect caused by ASE noise in the signal was developed
through a Gaussian noise addition model (illustrated in Fig. 4).
Here, I1 and I0 denote the 1-level current and 0-level current of
the signal unaffected by the IC, respectively. Further, I′1, I′0, Id,
1, and 0 are the 1-level current, 0-level current, decisionthreshold current, 1-level noise current, and 0-level noise
current after the ASE noise is added, respectively.
The “beating” noises from the signal to the ASE noise and
from within the ASE noise itself are generally ignored in the
simulation because the RIN degradation effect caused by the
ASE noise to the signal dominates, considering that the receiver
bandwidth is much smaller than the optical bandwidth of the
ASE noise. The noise currents are calculated according to [13]

      ( I i  sig )  ( I XT  XT )
2
T

2
Si

2

2

for i  0 or 1,
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(P0) in dB. Therefore, the ER of the signal can be reduced by
adding an unmodulated ASE noise (PXT), because “P0” is
increased from “P0” to “P0 + PXT.” Moreover, the addition of
unmodulated ASE noise into the signal causes degradation of
relative intensity noise (RIN); the receiver signal-to-noise ratio
is degraded. Consequently, the signal performance is degraded,
due to the addition of the unmodulated ASE noise.
The IC penalty (Pc) through a reduction of ER only is
calculated using [13]
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In the above equations, T, S1, S0, sig, and XT are the thermal
noise, 1-level shot noise, 0-level shot noise, RIN noise ratio of
the signal, and RIN noise ratio of the crosstalk, respectively. In
addition, kB, T, RL, Fn, Be, q, M, and FA are the Boltzmann
constant, temperature in degrees Celsius, load resistance, noiseenhancement factor, receiver bandwidth, electron charge,
avalanched photodiode (APD) amplification factor, and excess
noise factor of the APD, respectively.
In our simulation, we used an APD receiver rather than a p-in PD receiver to investigate worst-case XG-PON design. RIN
is measured in the unit of dBc/Hz, whereas the RIN noise ratio
is dimensionless. In the simulation using (3) through (6), T =
25 °C, RL = 2.7 kΩ, Fn = 2, Be = 1.8 GHz for a 2.5 Gbit/s
operation, M = 10, and FA = 7.6 are used. The RIN value of the
Tx source is –120 dBc/Hz, which is used and is the minimum
RIN value to ensure a 2.5 Gb/s transmission. In addition, the
RIN of the DC noise is –110 dBc/Hz. When the signal and the
ASE noise are received at the receiver, the bit error rate (BER)
of the signal is calculated using [14]
BER 
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where erfc(x) stands for the complementary error function,
defined as [15]
erfc( x) 

2


π


x
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III. Experiments
Figure 5 shows the experimental setup for the unmodulated
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Fig. 5. Experiment setup.
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Fig. 6. (a) ER reduction as function of IC and (b) measured and
simulated penalties as function of IC.

IC impairment study. A signal is modulated at 2.488 Gb/s (a
pseudorandom bit sequence of length 231–1, non-return-tozero) by an external modulator. The power level of the ASE
noise from the ASE source is adjusted using an optical
attenuator to vary the IC level. The IC is calculated as the
power difference ratio between the signal power and the ASE
noise from the ASE source in front of the Rx. An APD receiver
is used to measure the IC-induced power penalty.
Figure 6(a) shows a comparison indicating the effective ER
reduction of the signal. We vary the ER of the 2.5 Gb/s signal
from 6 dB to 9 dB. In the low-IC regime of <–15 dB, the ER is
changed slowly. However, the ER changes considerably in the
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regime where the IC is larger than –15 dB. Note that the ER of
the IC-affected signal converges at 3 dB — a result that is
independent of the ER of the unaffected signal as the IC
approaches 0 dB, which is explained through (1).
The IC-induced power penalty is also measured as a function
of the IC, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Further, it is calculated through
the simulation, considering both the ER reduction and the RIN
degradation of the 2.5 Gb/s signal caused by the ASE noise.
The measured penalty data (dots), the calculated penalty curve
(dashed line) according to (1), and the simulated penalty curves
(solid lines) are provided. The simulation results for both the
ER reduction and the RIN degradation agree well with the
measured data. These results suggest that the IC must be below
−20 dB to ensure a negligible IC-induced power penalty.

(12)

Off
Here, PRx and PONU
are the minimum sensitivity at the BER
reference level and minimum output power of the ONU Tx,
respectively. In addition, dMax is the maximum DPL, Lsplitter
accounts for the insertion loss of the optical splitter, N is the
Off
number of ONUs, XT is the IC, and PONU
is the upstream
optical power when the ONU is not enabled. The maximum
value of dMax is limited by the following equation:

d Max  LinkBudget PON  Lsplitter .

(13)

The splitter loss (Lsplitter) is calculated assuming a 3 dB loss
for each 1 : 2 split, considering the worst-case system design
Off
approach. For the values of PONU
, we referred to the values
Off
given in the ITU-T G.987.2 recommendation; PONU
is defined
in such a way so as to be 10 dB lower than PRx. The
recommendation also provides optical distribution network
(ODN) classes in four different optical-path losses, such as
nominal1 (N1), nominal2 (N2), extended1 (E1), and extended2
(E2). Typically, N1 class is widely used for real deployment.
Off
Table 1 summarizes the budget, PRx, and PONU
of each ODN
class.
The ITU-T G.987.2 standard recommends a maximum 1 dB
of chromatic-induced power penalty for C-band upstream
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in XG-PON [16].
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Fig. 8. (a) Co-existence of PON services using CEx and (b) ASE
noise reduction using CWDM filter.
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signal transmission. The aforementioned chromatic-induced
power penalty is an important parameter in the design of
optical links. However, in the ITU-T G.987.2 standard, no
consideration is given to an optical IC-induced power penalty.
It means that the IC-induced power penalty should be
negligible for an upstream signal transmission.
In Fig. 7(a), the IC increases with the total number of ONUs
but is fixed to −10.4 dB for all of the link budget classes when
the PON has more than 128 ONUs. This is because of the
dMax condition described in (13). The crosstalk of −10.4 dB
corresponds to a 0.7 dB IC-induced power penalty, as shown in
Off
recommended by
Fig. 6(b). This means that the value of PONU
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the current standard is insufficient for the IC-induced power
penalty to be free from IC. To overcome this problem, we
Off
. Figure 7(b) shows the
calculate a sufficient value of PONU
Off
value as a function of the total number of
calculated PONU
ONUs when the IC is set to −20 dB. For the E2 class, including
Off
should be less than
256 ONUs, as the worst case, the PONU
−53.1 dBm for the IC to be less than −20 dB. There is a 9.6 dB
Off
Off
and recommended PONU
of
difference between the PONU
−43.5 dBm for the E2 class, according to ITU-T G.987.2 [17].
To compensate for the power difference, we propose the use
of an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) located in front of the XGPON OLT. A good candidate for the OBPF is a co-existence
element (CEx) with the purpose of co-existence with legacy
services. The usage of a CEx is defined in ITU-T G.987.5, as
shown in Fig. 8(a) [16]. The CEx is configured with cascaded
thin-film filters and thus the bandwidth of the OBPF can be
easily adjusted to fit the XG-PON upstream band. Figure 8(b)
shows the optical spectra of the signals with and without the
OBPF.
The ASE noise from the DFB-LD with an optical noise
bandwidth of over 100 nm is filtered using a coarse WDM
(CWDM) filter. An ASE noise from the DFB-LD reduction of
8 dB is achieved using the CWDM filter. This reduction
compensates for the gap between the value of the current
standard and our calculation result. This suggests that the
addition of the CEx filter designed for the upstream band of the
XG-PON is a superior method to replacing deployed ONUs
Han Hyub Lee et al.
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Because the TWDM-PON is a multiple-wavelength PON
system, the TWDM-PON OLT uses the wavelength mux
(WM). An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) or a thin-film
filter device is applicable to the WM. Figure 9 illustrates the
ASE noise spectra after the WM, a CEx, and the ODN.
The broadband ASE noise spectrum became narrow through
optical filtering using the CEx and WM, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
We measured the IC-induced power penalty improvement of
the 2.5 Gb/s upstream signal when a 100 GHz channel-spacing
AWG was used as the WM, as shown in Fig. 10(b).
According to the ASE noise reduction, the IC was enhanced
by 20 dB compared with the case without the AWG.
Consequently, given the IC reduction, we proposed that the
Off
PONU
of the TWDM-PON ONU should be –33.1 dBm. A
wavelength-set division multiplexing (WSDM) scheme was
recently developed by Bell Labs as the preferred solution for
cost reasons [18]. In this scheme, an ONU uses a DFB-LDbased Tx without a wavelength selection and with an on-chip
heater for the wavelength tuning. An OLT uses a cyclic AWG
[19]. In contrast to the case with a typical AWG, the total ASE
noise at each output port of the WM increased owing to the
transmission characteristics of the cyclic AWG. For example,
for a 4-channel TWDM-PON system, the cyclic AWG has a
400 GHz free spectral range, as shown in Fig. 9(a).
Therefore, the filtered ASE noise is output periodically at
each AWG output port. Because the upstream wavelength
band of the TWDM-PON ranges from 1,524 nm to 1,544 nm,
8 × filtered ASE noise with 400 GHz channel-spacing is
transmitted at each output port of the cyclic AWG. The filtered
ASE noise at each AWG port is not the same, due to the
wavelength dependence in the ASE power difference. We
normalized all filtered ASE noise to the maximum value of the
Off
PONU
of the TWDM-PON ONU to simplify the analysis and
analyze the worst-case IC. Consequently, the total ASE noise is
8.4 dB larger than that of the non-cyclic AWG case. Accordingly,
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Fig. 10. (a) Output spectra before and after WM and (b) ICinduced power penalty as function of IC.
Off
of the TWDM-PON ONU is decreased to –41.5 dBm.
the PONU
In the ITU-T G.989.2, the minimum channel spacing for the
upstream signal is defined as 50 GHz. The cyclic AWG will
have a 200 GHz free spectral range when the number of
channels and the channel spacing are four and 50 GHz,
respectively. Therefore, 16 × filtered ASE noise with 200 GHz
spacing is transmitted at each output port of the cyclic AWG.
Off
of the TWDM-PON ONU is –44.5 dBm for a
The PONU
50 GHz channel-spacing case.

IV. Conclusion
We investigated the uplink IC-induced power penalty caused
by ASE noise both in an XG-PON and in a TWDM-PON.
Little attention has been paid to IC in time-division
multiplexing passive optical networks. However, large IC
caused by ASE noise degrades the upstream transmission
performance in an XG-PON. Because of the 15 dB of DPL
and the number of ONUs, which is as many as 256, the ICinduced power penalty is not negligible, and it should be
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considered when a PON system is designed. The experiment
and simulation results indicate that optical filtering at the OLT
is a simple and preferable way to reduce the IC. In the TWDMPON case, the transmission performance was not degraded by
the ASE-induced IC, because the ASE noise was filtered by the
WM at the OLT. These results provide implementation guides
for the ASE noise level of ONU transmitters of an XG-PON
and a TWDM-PON. For future research, an investigation of
the IC between the upstream signals of a TWDM-PON and
P-t-P WDM-PON under a scenario of co-existence is advised.
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